
 

   
 

Year 5 - Medium Term Planning  

Focus - Our People - Refugees and Human Rights  

“You, Me and Those Who Came Before.”  
 

Global Citizenship Core Text Community / Global 

Project Outcome 

 

 
 

 
  
Boy in the Tower  Polly Ho-Yen  

 

 

Fund-raising event for a charity 

of the children’s choice, to do 

with helping refugees both 

within the UK and 

internationally. 

Linked school value  Global Goals 

 
 

Value:  

 

 

 
 

Curriculum Table / Display Proposed Trip/Visitors 



 

   
 

Key Questions:  What does the 

word refuge mean? What is a 

refugee? Which parts of the world 

are affected by conflict? Why do 

you think our story is named as it 

is? Why do you think there is not a 

specific place mentioned in the 

book? How are the experiences of 

refugees similar/different between 

WWII and now? 

 

Key Images:  Refugees in boats. 

Coastguard intercepting them … 

conflict images … burning homes, 

devastated crops, famine etc … 

Key Artefacts: Suitcase, lifejacket?  

Key Vocabulary: Refugee, safe 

haven, conflict, persecution, 

immigrant, migration, 

displacement, asylum, settled 

status, humanitarian 

Amnesty International  - Guest 

Speaker to talk to children 

about Human Rights. 

 

Windrush experience – theatre 

visit to school. 

 

 

Global Citizenship Building Blocks 
 

 

 

 

Knowledge and Understanding  

 

Skills Attitudes 

Human rights 
• Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights  

• importance of citizens, societies and 

governments respecting and 

defending people’s human rights  

• current and historical human rights 

issues and movements in own 

country and elsewhere  

            Empathy 

• discern how people are feeling 

through their words, body language, 

gestures and tone 

• recognise how different 

backgrounds, beliefs and 

personalities affect behaviour and 

world views 

 

Commitment to social justice and 

equity 
• active concern at injustice, 

exploitation and denial of human 

rights 

• willingness to take action against 

injustice and inequity 



 

   
 

 

Social Justice and equity 
• ways of defining and measuring 

poverty (relative and absolute) and 

inequality  

• inequalities within and between 

societies and how these change  

• wider causes and effects of poverty, 

inequality and exclusion  

 

Peace & Conflict 
effects of conflict at all levels  

• importance of resolving conflict fairly  

• role of non-violent protest in social 

and political change  

 

Identity and diversity 

• benefits and challenges of diversity  
• impacts of stereotyping, prejudice 

and discrimination and how to 

challenge these  

• importance of language, beliefs 

and values in cultural identities 

 

Informed and reflective action 
 

• identify and plan appropriate 

action(s) and opportunities to make 

own voice heard 

• challenge viewpoints which 

perpetuate inequality and injustice 

• reflect on learning from taking 

action 

 

            Communication 

• communicate effectively 

 

through a range of media about 

issues to suit subject, audience and 

purpose 

• use active listening skills  

• adapt behaviour to new cultural 

environments 

 

Respect for people and human 

rights 
• sense of solidarity with those 

suffering human rights violations, 

injustice and discrimination 

• commitment to hold duty-bearers to 

account for upholding equal rights 

for all 

Value diversity 

respect for the rights of all 

to have a point of view 
• willingness to challenge prejudiced 

and discriminatory views  

• recognition of diverse perspectives 

on any issue, and that the majority 

view is not always right 

Sense of identity and self-esteem 
 

 

 
 

Week 1 Hook: Suitcase, pillow, clothes, toys, etc scattered around the classroom… a family has had to leave quickly.  Children to mind 

map their ideas about what has happened and why it is happened.  Who has it happened to?  Photograph scene and mind 

maps for books.  Children to reflect on the hook lesson in books. 

 

Exploring Deepening Planning Delivering Evaluating



 

   
 

Week 2 

Migration – Why do people migrate? Explore Push and pull factors. 

 
Week 3 

 Global conflict issues - World map – where in the world is conflict currently happening?  Label countries such 

as Syria, Ukraine, Southern Sudan, Myanmar. Research one of them and create a fact file. Collect information about a 

place/locality. 
Week 4 

Global natural disasters. Children label a World map with some of the more recent natural disasters such as wildfires, 

tsunamis, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions. 

Week 5 

Migration – Why do people migrate? Explore stories of refugees. 

Week 6 

Make an awareness fact file about refugees and what support is available. 

Week 7 

Migration museum visit 

 HALF TERM 
Week 8 Research charities linked to refugee support such as British Red Cross, Unicef etc .. 

 

Week 9 Decide on, and begin to plan, a community/fund-raising project. 

 
Week 10 Continue to plan our community/fund-raising project and create an informative leaflet to promote it. 

Week 11 Promote our community/fund-raising project. 

 
Week 12 Carry out our community/fund-raising project. 

Week 13 Evaluate effectiveness of our community/fund-raising project. 

Week 14 Publish our visual presentation about the project. 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

English 

 

 

 

Week 1 

 

w/c 01/11/21 
 

Week 2 
 

w/c 08/11/21 

Week 3 
 

w/c 15/11//21 

Week 4 

 

w/c 22/11/21 
 

Week 5 

 

w/c 29/11/21 
 

Week 6 

 

w/c 06/12/21 
 

Week 7 

 

w/c 13/12/21 

SPaG Focus: 

Adverbials and 

cohesion 

 
Adverbs of degree 

Adverbs of 

comment 

 

SPaG.com: 

Parenthesis & 

Commas (A) 
 

SPaG Focus: 

Adverbials and 

cohesion 

 
Adverbs of time 

and frequency. 
 

SPaG.com: 

 

Parenthesis & 

Commas (B) 
 
 

SPaG Focus: 

Adverbials and 

cohesion 

 

Linking ideas with 

adverbials 

 
Add an adverbial 

‘ing’ clause to a 

speech sentence. 
 
SPaG.com: 

 
Parenthesis & 

Commas (C) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SPaG Focus: 

Commas for clarity 

 

Commas to show 

the difference in 

meaning between 

two phrases. 
 

SPaG.com: 

 

Standard English 

SPaG Focus: 

Commas for clarity 

 

Add commas to 

clarify the meaning 

of a sentence.  

 
SPaG.com: 

 

Grammar (A) 
 

 

SPaG Focus: 

Commas for clarity 

 

Apply commas 

accurately.  
 

 
SPaG.com: 

 

Grammar (B) 

SPaG Focus: 

Colons to introduce 

a list and bullet 

points 

 

SPaG.com: 

 

 
Grammar (C) 

Inspire Immerse Analyse Generate Model Write Edit Publish 



 

   
 

Hook:  

The children will be 

divided into social 

classes (Upper 

class, middle class, 

working class and 

disadvantaged), 

each class will be 

provided with 

varied resources to 

complete the 

lesson with. They 

will not be able to 

move social classes 

or rely on another 

social class for 

support/resources, 

they will still be 

required to 

complete the task 

with the same 

outcome.  
 
Children will then 

start immersion into 

the text through 

predictions, 

inferences and 

generating open-

ended questions. 
 
LO: to develop an 

understanding of 

classism 

 
LO: to make 

predictions and 

Children will create 

a storyboard of the 

main events of the 

text so far. 

Relationships 

between the 

characters will then 

be explored 

through creation of 

a sociogram and 

then a role on the 

wall. Children will 

then begin to use 

drama techniques 

to empathise with 

the protagonist of 

the text. 

 
LO: to sequence 

key events  

 
LO: to illustrate and 

explain 

relationships 

between 

characters  
 
LO: to explore the 

thoughts and 

feelings of a 

character 
 
LO: to incorporate 

drama techniques 

to empathise with a 

character  

Children will be 

creating an internal 

monologue this 

week from the 

perspective of 

main protagonist. 

 
LO: to distinguish 

between text types 

 
LO: to generate 

language for effect 
 
LO: to apply a 

range of writing 

techniques for 

expression (2 Days) 

Children will then 

feedback and up 

level their writing 

this week before 

publishing.  
 
 

LO: to appraise a 

text  
 

LO: to edit and up 

level a piece of 

writing 
 

LO: to redraft a 

piece of writing.  
 
 

 

Children will start to 

analyse the 

features of a 

narrative by 

creating a WMG. 

They will then begin 

to explore the use 

of figurative 

language and then 

use conscience 

alley to explore 

whether Ade 

should leave his 

falling tower block.  

 
LO: to analyse 

features of a 

narrative  

 
LO: to discuss the 

effect of figurative 

language in a text  
 
LO: to use a drama 

technique to justify 

reasoning. 

Children will rank 

language use 

based on the 

impact it has on 

the reader. They 

will then begin to 

generate 

vocabulary and 

effective sentence 

openers. They will 

then also generate 

sensory imagery 

through the use of 

the five senses.  

 

LO: to rank 

language 

according to 

impact  

 

LO: to choose 

descriptive 

vocabulary 

 

LO: to generate a 

bank of sentence 

openers 

 

LO: to indicate 

characterization 

through action and 

speech. 

Children will then 

plan, write and 

redraft their 

narratives before 

publishing.  

 
LO: to structure my 

ideas effectively 

 
LO: to engage the 

reader through 

action and 

dialogue 
 
LO: to evaluate a 

piece of writing  



 

   
 

justify with 

evidence  

 
LO: to infer 

meanings using a 

stimulus 

 
LO: to generate a 

bank of open-

ended questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

Maths 
 

Week 1 

 

w/c 01/11/21 
 

Week 2 
 

w/c 08/11/21 

Week 3 
 

w/c 15/11//21 

Week 4 

 

w/c 22/11/21 
 

Week 5 

 

w/c 29/11/21 
 

Week 6 

 

w/c 06/12/21 
 

Week 7 

 

w/c 13/12/21 

Focus for the week: 

 

Multiplication & 

Division 
Prioritise 

5NF1 

 
Assessment Week 

 
 

Focus for the week: 

 

Multiplication & 

Division 
Prioritise 

5MD2 

 
Assessment Week 

 

 

Focus for the week: 

 

Multiplication & 

Division 
Prioritise 

5MD1 
 

Assessment Week 

 

 

Focus for the week: 

 

Multiplication & 

Division 
Prioritise 

5NF2 

 
 

Focus for the week: 

 

Perimeter and Area 
Prioritise 

5G2 
 

Focus for the week: 

 

Perimeter and Area 
Prioritise 

5G2 
 

Focus for the week: 

 

Perimeter and Area 
Prioritise 

5G2 
 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

 

Secure fluency in 

multiplication facts 

and related division 

facts through use of 

bar models and 

arrays. 

 
Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities. 

 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

 

Secure fluency in 

finding factors and 

multiples, and express 

a number as product 

of 2 or 3 factors. 

 

Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities.  

 

 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

 
Secure fluency in 

multiplying numbers 

by 10 or 100 to make 

10 or 100 times bigger. 

 

Secure fluency in 

dividing numbers by 

10 or 100 to make 10 

or 100 times smaller. 

 

Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities. 

 

 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

 
Secure fluency in 

scaling number facts 

e.g knowing 8+6 = 14 

is the same as 0.8 + 0.6 

= 1.4 

 

Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities. 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

  
Secure fluency in 

finding perimeter of 

rectangles (including 

squares.) and other 

rectilinear shapes. 

 

Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities. 

 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

  
Secure fluency in 

finding area of 

rectangles (including 

squares.) and other 

rectilinear shapes. 

 
Explore reasoning and 

problem-solving 

activities. 

 

Mental/oral 

starters: Number 

Talks 

  

 

         

 

 



 

   
 

Discrete Subjects  

 

 Week 1 

 

w/c 01/11/21 
 

Week 2 
 

w/c 08/11/21 

Week 3 
 

w/c 15/11//21 

Week 4 

 

w/c 22/11/21 
 

Week 5 

 

w/c 29/11/21 
 

Week 6 

 

w/c 06/12/21 
 

Week 7 

 

w/c 13/12/21 

Whole 

Class 

Readin

g  

Strategies: 

Prediction 

 

Genre 

Fiction/Fantasy 

The Boy in the 

Tower Polly Ho 

Yen 

 

 

Strategies: 

Inference 

 

Genre  

Autobiography 

Coming to Britain 

Floella Benjamin 

 

  

Strategies: 

Questioning 

 

Genre:  

Autobiography 

Coming to Britain 

Floella Benjamin 

 

 

Strategies: 

Evaluating 

 

Genre: Historical 

fiction 

 

 

Strategies: 

Making 

Connections 

 

Genre: poetry 

 

 

Strategies: 

Clarifying  

 

Genre: Traditional 

tales 

 

 

Strategies: 

Summarising 

 

‘Twas the Night 

before Christmas 

and other 

Christmas 

Poems. 

Science 

 

 

Material

s 

LO: investigate 

changes over 

time.  

Activity:  

Children observe 

how materials 

change state 

over time and 

record findings 

on a graph.  

  

(Set up 

investigation to 

be monitored 

LO: classify 

materials 

according to their 

properties.  

Activity:   

 
TASK FOR THE 

TERM:  
Create a new 

glove design for 

an astronaut to 

go on an EVA at 

the ISS.  

LO: investigate the 

best electrical 

conductors.  

Activity:   

Children plan and 

carry out an 

investigation into 

which material is 

best at conducting 

electricity.  

LO: understand what 

dissolving means.   

Activity:  

Children plan and 

carry out an 

investigation into 

how temperature 

affects the solubility 

of sugar.  

  

(Science Day)  

LO: explore how to 

separate 

mixtures.   

Activity: Children 

carry out different 

ways to separate 

the mixtures 

given.  

 

LO: identify 

reversible and 

irreversible 

changes.   

Activity: Children 

investigate what 

happens when 

two materials are 

mixed and an 

irreversible 

chemical change 

takes place.  

 

LO:investigate 

changes over 

time 

 
Children to re 

complete the 

experiment that 

they started at 

the beginning of 

the term to 

extract salt from 

a liquid solution 

and they can 

reflect on the 



 

   
 

and recorded 

over the next few 

days/weeks - salt 

crystals) 

 
Give reasons, based on 
evidence 
from comparative and fair 
tests, for the 
particular uses of 
everyday materials, 
including metals, wood 
and plastic. 
 

 
Children test each 

material for 

magnetism, 

hardness 

transparency, 

flexibility and  

Permeability.  

 
 
Compare and group 
together 
everyday materials based 
on evidence from 
comparative and fair tests, 
including their hardness, 
solubility, conductivity 
(electrical and thermal), 
and response to magnets. 

  
 Compare and group 

together everyday materials 
based on evidence from 
comparative and fair tests, 
including their hardness, 
solubility, conductivity 
(electrical and thermal), 
and response to magnets. 
 

 
 
Understand how some 
materials will dissolve in liquid 
to form a solution and describe 
how to recover a substance 
from a solution. 

 
Demonstrate that dissolving, 
mixing and changes of state are 
reversible changes. 

 

Use knowledge of solids, 

liquids and gases to decide 

how mixtures might be 

separated, including 

through filtering, sieving 

and evaporating. 

Demonstrate that 

dissolving, mixing 

and changes of state are 

reversible changes. 

Make Christmas 

slime. 

 

 
 

difference 

between the 

two experiments 

to ensure 

reliability. 

History 

 

London 

over 

time - 

Windrush 

Key Questions: 

Who am I and 

what is my family 

history? 
 

Activities:  

 
TIMELINE of 

historical periods. 
 
ALSO timeline of 

London to run 

parallel on 

display. 
 
• Understand the 

concepts of continuity 

Key Question: 

Who migrated to 

Britain before the 

twentieth 

century?  
 

Display this 

sentence: Were 

there aliens in 

medieval 

England? 

 

Activities: Children 

explore National 

Archives 

Immigrant 

database to look 

at the 

Key Questions: 
What was the British 

Empire and what is 

the Commonwealth? 
 

Activities:  

 
Children explore 

world map and 

identify countries 

that were part of 

the British Empire. 
 
Explore the reasons 

for the decline of 

the Empire – 

discussion activity. 
 

Key Questions:  What 

was Windrush and 

why did it happen? 

 

Activities:  

 
Children research 

the history of the 

actual ship (and 

place it on our class 

timeline) before 

moving on to its use 

to bring immigrants 

from the Caribbean. 
 
Children to have an 

image of the ship to 

Key Questions: 

What was life like 

for the people 

who arrived on 

HMS Windrush? 

 

Activities: Explore 

Windrush 

immigration to the 

UK. 

 

 
Windrush 

workshop from 

Freshwater 

theatre: 
 

Key Questions: 

What was the 

impact of the 

Windrush 

generation? 

 

Activities: Explore 

the Windrush 

Generation. 

Including Music 

and food.  

 
What is the Notting 

Hill Carnival? 

 
Children to explore 

Caribbean recipes 

such as jerk 

Key Questions:  

 

Activities 

 



 

   
 

and change over time, 

representing them, 

along with evidence, 

on a time line.  

• Use dates and terms 

to describe events.   

 

 

 
 

jobs/gender/age/

nationality of 

immigrants in 14th 

Century London. 

 
Select statements 

from evidence 

letter from Patrick 

the clergyman 

and 

prove/disprove his 

statements using 

evidence from the 

database. 

 
 

Make a poster 

about the 

Commonwealth. 
 
• Describe the 

characteristic features of 

the past, including ideas, 

beliefs, attitudes and 

experiences of men, 

women and children. 

 

annotate in books. 

(Double Page)  
 
Select suitable sources of 

evidence, giving reasons for 

choices.  

 

Use sources of information 

to form testable hypotheses 

about the past.  

 
 

Follow up activity 

based on 

workshop. 

chicken and 

pepperpot. 

 
Explore Calypso 

music and steel 

drums. (Get steel 

drums from music 

room). 
 
• Identify continuity and 

change in the history of 

the locality of the school. 

 

R.E  

 

 

 

 

      

Art 

 

Picasso

/Frida 

Kahlo 

Activity:  

 

Explore paintings 

by Picasso/Kahlo.  

 

Evaluate 

paintings by 

Picasso & Frida 

Kahlo and 

express opinions. 

 

(In art books) 

-Give details 

(including own 

sketches) about 

the style of some 

notable artists, 

Activity: 

Collect/print 

pictures of items 

which they would 

like to add to their 

Frida Kahlo style 

picture. Cut up 

and arrange on 

the paper. 

Practice drawing 

items such as hair 

bows, jewellery, 

Football logos etc 

… 

 
-Translate more 

complex images 

Activity:  

 

Draw self-portrait in 

the style of Kahlo. 

 

Use pastels.  

 

-Choose a style of 

drawing suitable 

for the work (e.g. 

realistic or 

impressionist). 

-Create original 

pieces that show a 

range of influences 

and styles. 

Activity:  

 

Take photograph of 

each child to be 

printed and then 

photocopied in 

black and white as 

well as colour. 

 

-Use scale and 

shadow to show 

perspective and 

depth.   

 

 

 

Activity:  

 

Children cut out 

and arrange parts 

of pictures. 

 
-Work on a 

sustained piece of 

work and review 

and refine to 

improve.   

 

Activity: 

 

Evaluate results of 

work this term. 

 
-Work on a 

sustained piece of 

work and review 

and refine to 

improve.   

 

 



 

   
 

French  Activity: Rigolo 

Unit 1  

Activity: Rigolo Unit 

1  

Activity: Rigolo Unit 

1 

 

Activity: Rigolo Unit 1  Activity: Rigolo Unit 

1  

Activity: Rigolo Unit 

1  

Activity: Rigolo 

Unit 1 

artisans and 

designers. 

 

-Show how the 

work of those 

studied was 

influential in both 

society and to 

other artists. 

 

 

 

 

into shapes 

suitable for 

collage. 

 

-Layer textures 

and colours to 

create interest. 

 

    

P.E 

 
LO: to perform 

several shapes 

on apparatus. To 

combine them 

with a partner 

Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

  

Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class) 

 LO: to travel at 

different levels, 

ways and speed. 

To link these into a 

sequence as part 

of a group 
Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 
Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class) 

 LO: to perform 

different counter 

balances. To 

perfom counter 

tension shapes with 

a partner  

Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 
Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class)  

LO: to jump with 

rotations. To 

combine jumping 

with other actions 

with a partner 

Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 
  

Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class)  

LO: to explore 

different actions 

on different 

apparatus. To 

combine actions 

Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 

 

 
Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class)  

LO: to learn and 

perform rhythmic 

gymnastics with 

different items  

 
  Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 

 
Cricket coaching 

(Gandhi Class)  

 LO: to learn and 

perform 

rhythmic 

gymnastics with 

different items 

 
 Gymnastics  
(Parks Class) 

 
Cricket 

coaching 

(Gandhi Class)  

RSHE LO: describe our 

goals.  

  

Linked to 

characters we 

are meeting in 

our core texts – 

 LO: explore 

feelings of being 

safe.  

  

Discuss safe things 

– people we love 

LO: identify what to 

do if we feel 

unsafe.  

  

Explore body 

language and 

appropriate behav

LO: identify positive 

relationships.  

  

The characters in our 

core text begin to 

explain their 

backgrounds – what 

LO: explore how 

relationships make 

us feel.  

  

Discuss that 

relationships can 

come to an end 

LO: explore ways 

in which people 

show they care.  

  

Make a card that 

shows we care 

 



 

   
 

what is a goal? 

What things 

might get in the 

way of them?  

  

Talk about how 

to set personal 

goals and 

identify some of 

their goals 

 

and places that 

are safe/special.   

  

What happens if 

we don’t feel 

safe? What can 

we do?  

  

Give examples 

of where they 

can access 

help/support if 

they are 

worried or 

concerned 

about a 

relationship of 

their own or 

someone else. 

 

iour.  Identify 

where children can 

turn to for help if 

they feel 

something is 

unsafe/inappropria

te.  

 

Give examples of 

where they can 

access 

help/support if 

they are 

worried or 

concerned 

about a 

relationship of 

their own or 

someone else. 

 

relationships have 

we identified? 

What sre the features 

of a positive 

relationship?  

  

Identify the 

essential 

constituents of a 

positive, healthy 

relationship. 

 

 

… just as some of 

the ones in the 

boat in our core 

text have.   

 

Talk about the 

responsibilities of 

being in a loving 

relationship and 

afterwards 

should it end.    

with a thoughtful 

message.  

  

Comput

ing 

 

Code.or

g 

(Course 

E) 

 

 

 

 

LO:  make 

predictions 

before running a 

program. 

Activity: Sprite 

Lab. 

Lessons 1, 2 and 

3. 

Begin to make 

connections about a 

new way to write 

programs 

LO: understand 

what is safe to 

share online. 

Activity: Digital 

Citizenship. 

Lessons 4 – 7 

Understand and identify 

cyberbullying and 

generate ways to 

stand up to it 

• Identify the reasons 

why people share 

LO: create a 

nested loop. 

 

Activity: Nested 

Loops. 

 

Lessons 8 – 10 

 

• Combine simple 

shapes into complex 

designs with nested 

loops. 

• Count the number of 

times an action should 

be repeated and 

represent it as a loop. 

LO: create a repeat 

loop. 

 

Activity: Functions  

 

• Lessons 11 – 

13 Identify 

actions that 

correlate to input 

events. 

• Create an 

interactive 

animation using 

sprites, 

behaviours, and 

events. 

LO: install a 

conditional in an 

algorithm. 

 

Activity: 

Conditionals. 

 

Lessons 14 

 

 

LO: install a 

conditional in an 

algorithm. 

 

Activity: 

Conditionals. 

 

Lessons 15 
 

•  Describe and 

implement a 

plan to debug 

a program. 

 

LO: install a 

conditional in an 

algorithm. 

 

Activity: 

Conditionals. 

 

• Lessons 

16 Identify 

the benefits 

of using a 

loop 

structure 

instead of 

manual 

repetition. 



 

   
 

 

 

 

• Choose what 

information 

about 

themselves is 

safe to share 

online. 

Create an 

interactive 

computer 

program that 

expresses 

who they are 

with text and 

custom 

images. 

 

information about 

themselves online. 

• Explain the difference 

between private and 

personal information. 

• Explain why it is risky to 

share private 

information online. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Break complex tasks 

into smaller repeatable 

sections. 

 

• Define “sprite” as a 

character or object on 

the screen that can be 

moved and changed. 

• Create new 

sprites and 

assign them 

costumes and 

behaviours 

 

 • Identify a bug 

and the 

problems it 

causes in a 

program. 

 

• Read and 

comprehend 

given code.  

• Differentiate 

between 

commands 

that need to 

be 

repeated in 

loops and 

commands 

that should 

be used on 

their own. 

•  

 


